RETURN TO WORK
STRATEGY

Your Workforce – Our Commitment – One Partnership

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

Return to Work Strategy
Preparing your workplace for the return of your staff is a task that will look different for
every organisation. Management of this process is important.
Many of our clients have sought our guidance and expertise as they navigate this
process. In response, we have gathered the thoughts and experience of our team and
shared them in this document.
How can employers ensure that they are prepared to receive their workforce,
guarantee that they are prepared for the return and that this transition is safe, effective,
efficient and aligned to the needs of the organisation?
The 6 steps below will help prevent the spread of infections in your workplace, such as
and COVID-19. This will help protect your customers, contractors and employees. We
recommend employers and building managers to carefully consider each step to
protect its staff and office users.
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Prepare the workspace for day one
How to Prepare the Workspace
Prepare the workforce
Create a social distancing plan
Reduce touch points
Control Access

1.

PREPARE THE WORKSPACE FOR DAY ONE

The relationship between building owners and tenants has never been more important.
As we face uncertainty, the cooperation between these two parties will benefit
everyone in both the short and long term.
The health and safety of the people who use the building should be treated as a shared
responsibility.
Manage the change of the Workspace
It is important to communicate with the workforce about the changes to the physical
work environment. They will need to understand what the workplace will be like when
they return. Some employees will expect everything to have changed whilst others may
expect nothing to have changed. It is best to prepare them so that they
understand that these changes are designed to help keep them safe.
Be sure to inform your staff about the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planned changes to the workspace, meeting room changes, relocation of desk’s
Virtual collaboration tools that can be used
New entry and exit protocols for employees and visitors
Changes to internal and external meeting protocols, hosting of events and
visitor access
Instructions on how to sanitiseany equipment brought back to the office
any new protocols and policies

Policies that may have changed concerning the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Re-introduction of workers to the office based on essential roles required to reopen the office and WFH for any non-essential roles
Guest and Visitor safety policies
Employee travel safety policies.
Employee work safety policies and guidelines for the prevention of virus transfers
Health Screening and reporting illness to employers

Who goes back to work?

2.

HOW TO PREPARE THE WORKSPACE

•

Arrange for a deep clean of your workspace to ensure that your workplace is 		
clean and hygienic. This is something that we can help with - please visit
wvsanitation.com to find out how.
Disinfecting and sanitizing your workplace and its office
equipment; desks, tables, telephones, keyboards, etc. is key to preventing the 		
spread of bacteria and diseases. Contamination can pose health risks for you and
your employees. This is why it is so important to wipe and sanitize all surfaces on
a regular basis, as contamination on surfaces touched by employees and 		
customers is one of the main ways that COVID-19 spreads.
Front of house protection such as roller, hanger or guard screens for receptionists
and front of house staff.
Install fever detection systems in communal and front of house areas, eg. Fixed
modem fever detection systems or a fever screening handheld camera
Promote a regular and thorough handwashing policy to employees, contractors
and customers
Put sanitizing hand rub dispensers in prominent places around the workplace and
at every entrance / exist point.

•

•
•
•
•

•
		
•
•
•

Make sure these dispensers are regularly refilled. “we can help supply, 		
install and maintain these wvsanitation.com

Display posters promoting hand-washing procedures – ask your local public 		
health authority for these or see more at: www.WHO.int
Rearrange and re-plan your workplace to allow the recommended 2m gap
between employees allowing them to be more spaced out.
Re-plan existing offices to see how the existing furniture might be better utilised
to be more agile.

•
•
•

Install ProTECH Desk Guard between desks
Implement a work from home policy
Advise employees and contractors to consult national travel advice before going
on business trips.

Establish new working strategies, Including
working from home and staggered start times
for employees.
Travel suggestions – Alternate start times in
the office and avoide the rush hour on public
transport. Staff issued protection including
face masks and gloves. Visit wvsantation.com
for these.

Services to arrange:
Organise a pre-occupation Sanitation of the
workplace before the doors are reopened and
staff return to the office. Then regular sanitations of the office throughout the year.
Desk dividers between staff, protective sneeze
screens installed around the front of house
employees to protect them from any visitors
to the office.

Pre-checks, Cleaning, Disinfecting and Supplies

3.

PREPARING THE WORKFORCE AND THE BUSINESS

While workplace design and policies are important, it is important to prepare the workforce physically, emotionally and psychologically.
Develop a plan to mitigate employee fears and concerns, people are worried about their
personal health and the health of those that they care about. There is a lot of
anxiety about jobs, the future of organisations and even the future of some industries.
There is a need to help employees through what will be a turbulent, stressful and
unpredictable return to work. It is important to understand how this pandemic has
affected their lives. Organisations should focus on the personal experiences of their
employees from a return to work and life perspective. It is important that employees
feel that their organisations are caring for them, as well as understand how to improve
and advance that care during the return to the physical workplace.
Recommended products to organise:
Even in a white-collar environment, workers are probably going to be required to wear
masks. You can ask them to bring their own, but employers should provide them to help
keep everyone healthy — become a requirement by law.
Basic recommendations to prevent the spread of COVID-19 include frequent
cleaning of hands using alcohol-based hand rub or soap and water; covering the nose
and mouth with a flexed elbow or disposable tissue when coughing and sneezing; and
avoiding close contact with anyone that has a fever and cough.
Suggested products to order:

Through our existing supplier base, we are in a fortunate position to be able to help
supply any of these PPE products. Head to wvsanitation.com or email
enquiries@wvsanitation.com

After reopening
We’re still going to have issues with people getting sick,
so rightly it will become a struggle to keep
vulnerable employees out of danger. Providing
temperature checks at the office would add enormously
towards feeling safer; a requirement to ask employees
to participate due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Nonetheless, accommodation need to be made for
employees who have existing conditions that could alter
their normal temperature and this will have to be
considered and adjusted.
Employers will need to increase sanitation; provide
employees with plenty of antibacterial wipes, soap and
hand sanitizer. They should make sure employees are
taking extra time to clean their workstations and talk
to the building manager about steps their maintenance
team is taking for sanitation particularly around the
communal areas including lifts, reception lobbies and
toilet facilities.
Before a meeting or event
•

•
•

Develop and agree a preparedness plan to prevent infection at your meeting or
event.
Consider whether a face-to-face meeting or event is needed. Could it be replaced
by a teleconference or online event?
Could the meeting or event be scaled down so that fewer people attend?
If there is space, arrange seats so that participants are at least two metres apart

3.

CREATE A SOCIAL DISTANCING PLAN

•

West and Vittori can help with any space planning solutions that follow the new
guidelines on social distancing. New space plans can be used to reduce the
transmission of contagious diseases among colleagues at work through social
distancing. Understanding the amount of staff that will be returning to work vs the
amount that will continue to WFH will allow for an assessment of the total workforce to
be accommodated for in the office space.
Things to consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Space use and density monitoring
Circulation spaces – One-way circulation systems
Alternative desk usage
Conversion of meeting rooms, café areas, breakout spaces into working areas
Meeting rooms decommissioned and re-purposed
Reduce the meeting room capacity – Removal of chairs West and Vittori can help
with storage of any unused furniture
Calculate the maximum capacity of each room by dividing the net usable area by
the square of the locally acceptable social distance; W & V can help you with this.
Communicate this capacity via signage and room reservation tools.
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This diagram shows some of the changes that can easily be made!

4.

REDUCE TOUCH POINTS

There are several frequently touched surfaces which can be potential reservoirs for viral
pathogens. Reducing contact with these will help to slow the spread of communicable
diseases.

We are here to help you take on these challenges!

5.

CONTROL ACCESS

It is critical to take measures to enhance the safety of your workforce and it is
important that your visitors and staff feel safe upon entry into the building and you
workspace.
Things to consider:
•
Visitor screening services
•
Temperature Screening
•
Additional screens to protect front of house teams
•
Manage entry points into and out of the building / Workspace
•
Hand sanitiser at all entry and exit points
•
Floor markings for safe distancing in queues and waiting areas
•
Reconfigure the visitor registration system
•
Manage the inbound and outbound deliveries
•
Install social distancing queue management for lifts
•
Employee elevator attendants to manage flow and discourage over-crowding of
the elevators

CHECKLIST
Arrange a deep sanitation of your workspace before you reopen to staff
Additional protection installed in and around the entrance and reception areas
Sneeze Screen
Fever detection system
Non-contact Security System e.g Iris detection
Promote a regular and thorough handwashing policy
Put sanitizing hand rub dispensers in prominent places around the workplace.
Rearrange and re-plan your workplace to allow the social distancing gap
between employees allowing them to be more spaced out
Install new free-standing desk guards between desks to provide additional
protection between each employee
Roll down guard screens to the reception areas
Establish new working strategies, Including working from home and staggered
start times for employees.
Order a supply of PPE protective products for your staff
Increase sanitation; provide employees with plenty of antibacterial wipes, soap,
and hand sanitizer
Increase the amount of times your office and workspaces are cleaned
Arrange a regular deep sanitation of your workspace

Head to wvsanitation.com or email enquiries@wvsanitation
to book or order services and products listed above.

We look forward to connecting with you to learn more
about how we can help!!!

